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Abstract. Let DPDA(k) (respectively NPDA(k)) be the class of languages recognized by one-way 
k-head deterministic (respectively nondeterministic) pushdown automata. The main result of this 
paper is that, for every k > 0, DPDA(k ) ~ DPDA(k + 1) and DPDA(k ) ~ NPDA(k). 
1. Notat ion  
We will consider the following automata: 
• dfa(k): a one-way k-head deterministic finite automaton, 
• nfa(k): a one-way k-head nondeterministic finite automaton, 
• dca(k): a one-way k-head deterministic counter automaton, 
• nca(k): a one-way k-head nondeterministic counter automaton, 
• dpda(k): a one-way k-head deterministic pushdown automaton, 
• npda(k): a one-way k-head nondeterministic pushdown automaton, 
• 2dfa(k): a two-way k-head deterministic finite automaton, 
• 2nfa(k): a two-way k-head nondeterministic finite automaton, 
• 2dca: a two-way deterministic counter automaton (with one head), 
• 2nca: a two-way nondeterministic counter automaton, 
• 2dpda(k): a two-way k-head deterministic pushdown automaton, 
• 2npda(k): a two-way k-head nondeterministic pushdown automaton. 
If x(k) is a type of automaton, then X(k) is the class of languages recognized 
by the x(k) automaton. So, for example, 2NFA(3) is the class of languages recognized 
by 2nfa(3) automata. When k is not specified, then k = 1 is assumed. For example, 
2dpda is a one-head two-way deterministic pushdown automaton. 
By hi we will denote the ith head of the automaton under consideration. If 
ambiguity arises, we will use h~ and hi, or superscripts. 
By REG we denote the class of regular sets: REG = DFA = NFA. It is well known 
also that 2DFA = 2NFA = REG. 
* A preliminary version of this paper appeared in Pro~ 12th lnternat. Coll. on Automata, Languages 
and Programming, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 194 (Springer, Berlin, 1985). 
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A language L is said to be strictly n-bounded if there are n distinct symbols 
al, a2,. • •, an such that L~ a* . . .  a*. L is strictly bounded if it is n-strictly bounded 
for some n. Since we will consider only strictly bounded languages, we will simply 
say 'bounded' instead of 'strictly bounded'. 
2. Introduction 
Given a class of multihead automata, the following problems are usually investi- 
gated: 
(1) are k + 1 heads better than k ? 
(2) are nondeterministic automata better than deterministic ones? 
(3) closure properties. 
These problems were already considered for many types of automata. The first 
definition of multihead automata ppeared in the early 60's in Piatkowski [35]. 
There he defined a dfa(k) and soon after, Rosenberg [36, 37] investigated problems 
(1)-(3) for dfa(k)'s. Unfortunately, the proofs in [37] were incorrect (see [6]). The 
first progress (for one-way automata) was made in 1975 when Ibarra and Kim [24] 
proved that DFA(2)~ DFA(3). These classes were separated by the language 
{aibJck: i =j or  j = k or k = i}. A different proof of this inequality was given by 
Sudborough [40]. 
The full solution to (1) for one-way automata was presented in 1978 by Yao and 
Rivest [42], who proved that DFA(k)~ DFA(k+ 1) and NFA(k)~ NFA(k+ 1) for 
every k>0.  They also proved that DFA(k)~ NFA(k) for k> 1. In fact, NFA(2)-  
Uk>oDFA(k) S0. The proof was by a clever counting argument, using some 
observations of Rosenberg [37]. Their technique (often called 'cutting and pasting' 
or 'fooling') was applied by Miyano [27] to prove similar results for counter 
machines: DCA(k) ~ DCA(k+ 1), NCA(k) c NCA(k+ 1) for every k> 0. Hrom- 
kovi~ [19] used suitably modified cutting and pasting to prove some non-closure 
properties of DFA(k). Problems (1)-(3) were also considered in [4, 25] for so-called 
simple multihead automata, that is, for such automata that only one head sees the 
input symbols, the other k -  1 heads can detect only the endmarker. 
Allowing the heads to move in both directions we obtain appropriate two-way 
automata [11, 13, 22]. In contrast to one-way devices, two-way ones are not looked 
upon as just another abstract model of computation. The importance of two-way 
automata stems from the fact that they often define some known complexity classes 
[2, 14, 21]. For example, 
DLOG= LJ 2DFA(k), 
k>O 
NLOG = [_J 2NFA(k), 
k>0 
PTIME----- U 2DPDA(k)  = U 2NPDA(k). 
k>0 k>0 
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Also some complexity problems as P = NP and LBA, can be reduced to simple- 
looking problems about two-way automata [7, 14, 30], even those accepting only 
1-bounded languages [29]. 
Two-way automata re much more powerful than one-way ones. It may then be 
surprising that problem (1) was first solved for two-way automata. Fortunately, they 
are powerful enough to allow application of two frequently used techniques for 
proving separation results: diagonalization and padding. Using them Ibarra [22] 
proved that, for every k > 0, 
2DFA(k)~2DFA(k+2), 2DPDA(k) ~ 2DPDA(k+ 1), 
2NPDA(k) ~ 2NPDA(k + 1). 
A weaker result appeared in Hartmanis [14]: 2DFA(k)~2DFA(k+3) for k>0.  
The full hierarchy result for finite automata was proved by Monien [30], who showed 
that 
2DFA(k)~2DFA(k+I)  and 2NFA(k)~2NFA(k+I)  for k>0.  
In the mid 70's one may observe a tendency to separate complexity classes using 
possibly simple languages [6, 15,38,39], namely 1-bounded languages. This 
approach was followed by Seiferas [39] and Sudborough [41] who proved that, for 
k>0,  
2DFA(k) c~ B1 ~ 2DFA(k + 4) c~ B1, 
2NFA(k) n B1 ~ 2NFA(k + 4) c~ B~. 
Monien [31] dosed the gaps in their results by proving that 
2DFA(k) n B~ ~ 2DFA(k + 1) c~ B~, 
2NFA(k) c~ B~ ~ 2NFA(k + 1) n B~. 
As already said, all these hierarchies were obtained by diagonalization. For 
comparatively simple automata nd low-level complexity classes it is possible to 
prove separation results without using diagonalization. For example, 13uri~ and 
Galil [3] invented an ingenious counting argument to show that 2DCA~ 2DPDA. 
Their method was used in Chrobak [1] to prove that 2DCA~2NCA. Except 
well-known crossing sequence arguments [6, 17], there are two more new techniques 
which should be mentioned here. The first one is the information-theoretic approach 
based on the so-called Kolmogorov complexity of strings [26, 33]. It was used to 
show lower bounds for the simulation of (k + 1)-tape TM's by k-tape TM's [26, 33], 
and lower bounds for string-matching [26]. The second technique, introduced by 
Paul, Pippenger, Szemer6di, and Trotter [34] to prove that DTIME(n)~ N'nME(n), 
is a graph-theoretic approach. Their result was derived from some properties of 
so-called Turing machine graphs. 
The reader might have noted that we have not yet mentioned one-way multihead 
pushdown machines. The reason is that except he k = 1 case, all problems (1)-(3) 
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for these automata re still open. Multihead pushdown automata seem too powerful 
to fool them using counting arguments. Observe that an nfa(k) has at most O(n k) 
configurations. The proof of Miyano [27] was possible because an nca(k) has 
O(n k÷~) configurations, that is, still polynomially many. But an npda(k) may have 
0(2 n) configurations because the number of possible contents of the pushdown 
store is exponential. This makes the application of counting arguments to fool an 
npda(k) rather unlikely. 
Also the semilinear property of npda(k) languages [20, 23] is of no use to us; it 
can be applied only to separate the whole class Uk>o NPDA(k) from other classes 
of languages not possessing this property. 
These problems were partially overcome by Miyano [28], but his definition of 
multihead automata differs from the one in [13]: the input tape has no endmarkers 
and the automata ccept by entering an accepting state when one of the heads falls 
off the tape. He proved that for these machines k+ 1 heads are better than k: The 
proof is by reduction to the analogous problem for two-way automata, so, in essence, 
it is a proof by diagonalization. 
In this paper we introduce a new technique for proving separation results which 
can be looked upon as a refinement of the so-called cycle technique. The cycle 
technique is based on the following observation. 
Suppose that a dfa A has a m on the input, where m is greater than the number 
of states of A. During the computation A must eventually enter a cycle, and let s 
be the number of A's moves in this cycle. Then A accepts a m if[ A accepts a m+s. 
If A is a dfa(k), k> 1, then the situation is more complicated. In fact, so far, the 
cycle technique was used only for k = 2. We investigate the behaviour of A on 
n-bounded inputs, where n is possibly small. Usually, the witness language is chosen 
to be at most 4-bounded. For such inputs we can consider only 'boundary configur- 
ations', that is, such configurations in which one of the heads enters a new block 
of symbols on the input. It is important here to note that for fixed k the number of 
boundary configurations ofa dfa(k) on n-bounded inputs is at most nk. The positions 
of the heads in consecutive boundary configurations are related by some linear 
equations and the coefficients in these equations depend only on the description of 
A. An investigation ofthese relations (usually by considering numerous cases) allows 
us to fool A by pumping the input and forcing A to accept a word which should 
not be accepted. 
The cycle technique was used by Ibarra and Kim [24] to separate DFA(2) and 
DFA(3). Note that their witness language is 3-bounded. Hromkovi~ [18] also used 
similar ideas to investigate closure properties of DFA(2). We will refine this technique 
to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let x be one of the following types of automata: fa, ca, pda. Then, for 
k>O, 
(a) DX(k)nB2~DX(k+I )nB2,  
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and, for k > 1, 
(b) DX(k)nB2~NX(k)nB2.  
For k = 1 and x = fa we have equality in (b). For x = ca, pda it is not difficult to 
prove that DX(1) n B2~ NX(1) n B2. 
Thus, in particular, we obtain that DPDA(k)~ DPDA(k+I )  and DPDA(k)~ 
NPDA(k) for k>0,  which solves some long open problems about multihead 
pushdown automata. We strengthen also the known hierarchy results from [27, 42] 
by proving that they even hold for 2-bounded languages. Can we use here 1-bounded 
languages? No. For suppose that Le NPDA(k) and Lc  a*. Then the set {x e N: a x 
L} is semilinear, so it is just a finite union of arithmetic sequences. Thus, L is regular 
and all hierarchies collapse to regular sets. It means that, in a sense, Theorem 2.1 
is 'optimal'. We will also prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let x = dfa, dca, dpda. Then, for k> 1, X ( k ) is not closed under union, 
intersection, and concatenation. 
Theorem 2.2 also holds for k = 1 and x = dca, dpda. For x = dpda Theorem 2.2 
solves some open problems stated by Harrison and Ibarra [13]. For x = dfa the 
above results were already proved by Hromkovi~ [19]. 
The reader interested in separation techniques i advised to see the survey in [32] 
and the introductory part of [3]. 
The rest of the paper is divided into six sections. In Section 3 we will present 
some intuitions concerning the proof of the Fundamental Lemma. In Section 4 some 
number-theoretic and geometric properties of grid points of the plane will be proved. 
In Section 5 a new device, called a k-head pushdown automaton with/-bounded 
pushdown (dpda(k, I), in short), will be defined and we prove the normal-form 
lemma for dpda(k, l)'s. In Section 6 the notion of the tree of events for a dpda(k, l) 
will be introduced and some properties of this tree investigated. We will also prove 
there the Fundamental Lemma 6.6. In Section 7 we will derive from it our results 
for dfa(k)'s and dca(k)'s. In Section 8 we will prove that for 2-bounded inputs each 
dpda(k) can be substituted by an equivalent dpda(k, 2k) and from this we will 
derive our results for dpda(k)'s. 
3. Intuitions 
Let L,={lX2Y:y--/x for some integer l~ i~n}.  We will use the L,'s as our 
witness languages. The most important and most difficult part of our proof is the 
Fundamental Lemma which in essence states that, for fixed k,/~ there is an m such 
that Lm ~ DPDA(k, l). Actually, we will prove that only a finite number of languages 
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L, can be recognized by dpda(k, l)'s for fixed k and /. To understand the idea of 
the proof it is sufficient o consider only dfa(k)'s. 
So, let A be a dfa(k) with state set Q and suppose that, in some configuration 
K of A on lX2 r for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, the distance between the position of h~ and 
the end of the block of letters scanned by h~ is greater than s, the number of states 
of A. Then, after several steps, the state of A must be repeated and A must enter 
a cycle. Let v~ be the number of times h~ is moved forward in this cycle. Then we 
may think of v~ as of the 'speed' of h~. According to this intuition, each hi moves 
with constant speed vi until one of the heads reaches the end of the scanned block 
of letters. Also, the actual values of the vi's are not essential. We can, for example, 
multiply each v~ by an integer. 
To see this better, consider the following dfa(2) A recognizing L1. A first places 
h2 on the first symbol 2 and then enters a cycle in which both heads move one cell 
forward and A does not change its state. If  both heads reach the ends of the scanned 
blocks of letters simultaneously, then A 'knows' that y = x. Similarly, moving h2 m 
times faster A can check whether y = mx. Note now that in order to check whether 
y = x, A may have entered a cycle of any length, say m. What is really important is 
that the speed of hi is the same as the speed of h2. However, if the cycle is 
ql, q2 , . . . ,  qm, then A can compute x mod m (or y mod m) by checking in which 
q~ hi (or h2) reached the end of the block. In general, a dfa(k) has the ability to 
(1) check linear equalities and inequalities between x and y with integer 
coefficients; 
(2) check linear congruences involving x and y. 
The reader probably feels that ability (2) does not help when the languages L, 
are considered. Thus we will present a general idea of the proof by considering 
first, very informally, a simplified form of a dfa(k) which we will call a continuous- 
input k-head finite automaton, cfa(k) for short. 
A cfa(k) A consists of a finite number of states. One of the states, say qo, is 
initial, and F is the set of final states. The input to A is a pair of consecutive intervals 
of the real line [0, x) and [x, x+y), for some reals x, y. We denote such inputs by 
w = (x, y). The first interval is painted with colour 1, the second interval is of colour 
2, and the rest of the line is of colour 3. To each state an integer vector v(q)= 
(vl(q), . . . ,  Vk(q)) is assigned, where v~ is the speed of h~ in state q. A can change 
its state only at boundary configurations, that is, at such configurations when some 
head reaches the end of the scanned interval. A starts the computation in state qo. 
The first head which will reach the end of the first interval will be ha, where d is 
such that Vd (qo) is maximal (there can be several heads with the same speed). The 
new positions of the heads will be xv~ (qo)/va (qo), i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Consider inputs (x, y) 
which have the same sequence of boundary configurations q0, ql, • •. ,  qm, . . . .  Then 
the position of the ith head, i = 1 , . . . ,  k, at the boundary configuration corresponding 
to qm is a linear function f~(x, y). It can be easily proved by induction. For suppose 
that this is true for qo , - . . ,  qm. Let ha be the head such that if ha reaches the end 
of the scanned interval first, then A enters qm+l. ( I f  q,,+~ is entered after two heads 
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reach the ends of the intervals, then the proof is similar.) Let also ca = 
(x --fd(X, y))/va(qm) if fd(x, y) <~ X, or (x+ y -fa(x, y))/va(qm) otherwise. Then the 
new positions at qm+~ are f~(x, y)+ cavi(qm) otherwise. Then the new positions at 
qm÷l are f~(x, y)+ CdVi(qm), i= 1 , . . . ,  k, SO they are linearly dependent on x and y, 
too.  
Furthermore, we claim that the set of inputs (x, y) which have the same sequence 
of states at the boundary configurations i an angle of the form: 
(*) ax <~ y ~ bx, for some rationals a, b (for a > b it is an empty set). 
For suppose that this is true for the sequence of states qo, q~,.- - ,  qm, and let X 
be this angle. Suppose that A enters qm÷l when ha reaches the end of the scanned 
interval first. Then A will enter qm+~ after qm iff, for each i ~ d, ca < ci. By the form 
of the ci's these inequalities define an angle Y of the form (.). The appropriate set 
is the intersection of X and Y, which is again a set of the form (*). If q,n+~ is entered 
with two heads, say hp and hr, entering a new interval, then we obtain the condition 
cp = c,, which, after intersection with X is also of the form (*). By induction, this 
proves the claim. 
Observe now that the angle X at the boundary configuration after qo, q~, . . . ,  qm 
is divided, when passing to another boundary configuration, into at most k smaller 
angles (depending on which head reaches a new boundary configuration) and into 
at most k - 1 lines, corresponding to boundary configurations caused by two heads 
reaching the ends of the scanned intervals together. But the number of boundary 
configurations i at most 2/~ Therefore, the initial angle {(x, y):x, y >10} is divided 
into at most (2k -1 )  2k angles, each corresponding to a final configuration of A. 
Suppose that A recognizes L, with n > (2k -1)  2k. Then there will be an angle X 
corresponding to a final configuration K of A such that X contains two lines y =/x 
and y =jx for 1 <~ i < j  ~< n. Since A recognizes L,, K must be accepting. But then 
A would also accept all points in Xma contradiction. 
The general idea of the proof for dfa(k)'s is similar. We only have to appropriately 
redefine the notion of an angle. In the sequel it will be called a semisector (see next 
section). The main difficulty will be to show that the main properties of angles will 
be preserved (for example, the closure under intersection). 
4. Seminets and semisectors 
By N we denote the set of natural numbers and by Z the set of integers. 0 denotes 
the vector (0, 0). We also adopt the convention that 
- other capital letters denote subsets of N 2, 
- t, u, v, w denote vectors, elements of N 2, 
- k, l denote arbitrary integers, 
- other small letters, if not explicitly defined or if their meaning does not follow 
from the context, denote natural numbers. 
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In this section we will investigate properties of certain subsets of N 2 called seminets 
and semisectors. Both seminets and semisectors are semilinear sets of special form. 
P is a net if there exist a Uo and a finite set U = {u~, . . . ,  u,} containing at least 
two linearly independent vectors such that 
P= P(uo; U) ={u e N2:there are k l , . . ,  k, ~Z such that 
u = Uo+ klul + k2u2d-"  " " d- knun}.  
Note the difference between this definition and the definition of a linear set: here, 
the numbers ~ need not be nonnegative. Intuitively, a net is a set of grid points in 
the plane forming a regular pattern. For example, the set P of vectors with even 
coordinates i a net because P = P(0; (2, 0), (0, 2)). 
P is a seminet if either P is empty or is a finite union of nets. P is a O-seminet if 
0~P. 
We assume that N 2 is partially ordered: 
(xl,  Yl) ~< (x2, Y2) iff x~ ~< x2 and y~ ~< Y2- 
For i > 0 we define 
Ci= {(x, y): y= ix}, m.=U q, m=Uq.  
i<~n i~N 
We also define X - u = {v: v + u ~ X}. 
Before stating the first lemma we encourage the reader to verify the following 
properties: 
(P1) if u ~ P(uo; U), then P(uo, U) = P(u; U); 
(P2) if u, v ~ P(uo; U) and u I> v, then u - v ~ P(0; U); 
(P3) if u ~ P(uo; U), then P(uo; U) -  u = P(0; U); 
(P4) if u ~ P(u0; U), then u + v ~ P(uo+ v; U). 
Lemma 4.1. I f  P and R are seminets, then so is P n R. 
Proof. We can assume that P and R are nets, that is, P = P(uo; U) and R = P(vo; V). 
Suppose that P c~ R ~ 0 and let S be the set of all minimal elements in P n R, and 
T the set of all minimal elements in Q - {0}, where Q = P(0; U) n P(0; v). Then S 
and T are finite (see, for example, [8, Corollary 5.4.1, p. 164]). 
We first show that T contains two linearly independent vectors. U contains a 
base of the 2-dimensional real linear space, so (1, 0) is a linear combination of 
vectors in U with rational coefficients. Then (xl, 0) e P(0; U) for some xl. Similarly, 
(x2, 0)e P(0; V) for some x2. Therefore, (x, 0)e Q, where x> 0 is any common 
multiple of x~, x2. The same argument gives us that (0, y) ~ Q for some y > 0. The 
only vector which is smaller than (x, 0) and (0, y) is 0, so T must contain two 
linearly independent vectors. 
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We now prove that Q = P(0; T). The inclusion _~ is obvious. To prove the other 
one, suppose that there is v ~ Q-P(0 ;  T) and take such a minimal v. Then v > t 
for some t c T. This easily implies that v - t s Q-  P(0; T) which gives a contradiction 
because v - t < v. 
Finally, we prove that P n R = U~s P(u; T). Take any u ~ S. Since u ~ P and 
T~P(0 ;  U), we have P(u; T )cP .  Similarly, P(u; T )cR .  This proves the _~- 
inclusion. 
To prove the other inclusion, observe that if v ~ P n R, then v i> u for some u ~ S. 
Since u, v~ P and u, ve  R, we have v -uc  P(0; U) and v -u~P(0 ;  V) which 
together imply that v-u  ~ Q. But then v e P(u; T) because, as it was shown, 
Q = P(0; T). This proves the _-inclusion. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let P = {(x, y) : ax + by --- c (mod d)}, where a, b, c ~ 7_ and d ~ N +. Then 
P is a seminet. 
Proof. Let S be the set of minimal elements in P, and T the set of minimal elements 
in the set {(x, y) :  (x, y )# 0 and ax+ by =-0 (mod d)}. Then, similarly as in Lemma 
4.1, P=U. ,~s  P(u; T). [] 
If a, b, d, eeN are such that a+b>0,  d+e>0 and c, feZ ,  then the set 
S = S(a, b, c, d, e, f )  = {(x, y) : -ax+by+ c> 0 and -dx+ ey+f<O} 
is called a sector. Thus, S is the set of grid points in the plane with nonnegative 
integer coordinates lying between the lines -ax  + by + c = 0 and -dx  + ey +f  = O. 
If X = S c~ P - F, for a sector S, a seminet P, and a finite set F, then X is called 
a semisector. If, moreover, P # ~ and ae < bd, then X is said to be a proper semisector. 
An example of a proper semisector is shown in Fig. 1. 
Let X be finite and z such that ( z -  1, z - 1) ~> (x, y) for every (x. y) ~ X. Then, 
Xc_ S=S(1 ,0 ,  z,O, 1, - z )  = {(x, y) : (x, y) <~ (z -1 ,  z - l )} .  
Therefore. X = S - (S -X)  is a semisector. 
It is easy to see that a nonproper semisector is either finite or is a set of grid 
points between two parallel ines. 
I fXi  = S(a, b, ci, d, e,f~) n Pi - F .  where P~ is a seminet and F~ is finite, for i = 1, 2. 
then the semisectors X1, X2 are called parallel We immediately obtain that all finite 
sets are pairwise parallel. 
Two semisectors 3(1, 3(2 are independent if there are S .  P .  F~ such that X~ = S~ n 
Pi - F .  for i = 1, 2, and S1 n $2 is not a proper semisector (we will prove later that 
it is a semisector). 
Lemma 4.3. Let X={(x ,y ) : -px+qy+r>O},  where p, qeN,  reZ  and -p+q>O.  
I f  S is a sector, then X n S is a semisector. Moreover,/ fX'  ={(x, y) : -px  + qy + s > 0}, 
then X n S and X '  n S are parallel semisectors. 
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Fig. 1. P={(x ,y ) :x+2y= 1 (mod3)} 
= P((1, 0); (3, 0), (0, 3)) u P((2, 1); (3, 0), (0, 3)) u P((3, 2); (3, 0), (0, 3)), 
X = S(1, 2, -2 ,  3, 2, 2), the area between the broken lines, 
F = {(3, 5), (4, 6), (7, 6)}, 
Y = X r~ P - F, the set of dotted points. 
Proof. Let S = S(a,  b, c, d, e, f ) .  We assume that S is proper, that is, ae < bd. The 
case when S is not proper is left to the reader. We consider several cases. 
Case 1: pe > qd. Then X c~ S is finite. 
Case 2: pe<~ qd and aq < bp. Then X n S = S(p, q, r, d, e , f ) -  F, where 
F = {(x, y) : -ax  + by + c<~ O and -px  + qy+ r > O and -dx  + ey + f < O} 
is finite. 
Case 3: aq=bp.  Then we can assume that a=p and b=q.  Then Xc~S= 
S(a, b, min(c, r), d, e , f ) .  
Case 4: aq > bp. Then F = S -  X is finite and X ra S = S - F is a semisector. 
Repeating this argument simultaneously for X and X '  we obtain the second part 
of  the lemma. [] 
Lemma 4.4. I f  Xi, i=  1 , . . . ,  n, are semisectors, then X=N,~,  X~ is a semisector. 
Moreover, if, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, Y~ is a semisector paraUei to Xi, then Y= f-~,~, Y~ is a 
semisector parallel to X. 
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Proof.  It is enough to consider the case n =2. Let X~ = Si c~ P~-F~, where S~ = 
S(a .  b~, c~, d~, e.f~), P~ is a seminet, and F~ is finite, for i=  1, 2. Then $2 = Uc~ V, 
where 
U={(x ,y ) : -a2x+b2y+c2>O},  V={(x ,y ) : -d2x+e2y+f2<O}.  
So we obtain 
X=XlnX2=(S ,  nP1-F1)n(Un VnPE-F2)  
=(S~r~ U)n VnP~nP2-F3, 
where F3 = F1 u F2 is finite. Using Lemma 4.3 we get 
X=(SnP-F )n  VnP~c~PE-F3,  
for some sector S, seminet P, and finite set F. Therefore, 
X=Sn VnPc~P~nP2-F4, 
where F4 = F3 u F is finite. Using again Lemma 4.3 we get 
X = ( S' c~ P ' -  F') n P C~ Pl n P2-  F4, 
for some sector S', seminet P', and finite set F'. Now we have 
X = S' c~ ( P' n P c~ Pl n P2) - Fs, 
where /:5 = F4u F'  is finite. So X is a semisector because P'c~ P c~ P1 n P2 is a 
seminet from Lemma 4.1. 
The second part of the proof is analogous to the first one. We only have to repeat 
the above argument simultaneously for X and Y, using now the second part of 
Lemma 4.3. [] 
Lemma 4.5. Let Xi = {(x, y) : a.x+ by+ ci > 0} and Yi = Xi n Pi - F~, where a, b, ci are 
rational numbers, Pi is a seminet, and F~ is finite for i :- 1, 2. Then Y1, Y2 are parallel 
semisectors. 
Proof.  A straightforward verification. [] 
Lemma 4.6. I f  X, Y are semisectors, if X c_ Y, and X is proper, then Y is proper too. 
Proof.  Obvious. [] 
Lemma 4.7. Let Pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n be nets. Then there are g, h > 0 such that, for every 
i= 1 , . . . ,  n, P , - (g ,  O)= P~-(O, h)=P, .  
ProoL Suppose P(u; U) is a net, and P(0, U) -v= P(0; U). Then, obviously, 
v ~ P(0; U) and consequently, P(u; U) - v = P(u; U). So it is enough to prove the 
lemma for Pi = P(0;  U~), i = 1, . . . ,  n. The existence of g, h can now be established 
by an argument analogous to the part of the proof of Lemma 4.1 where we showed 
that the set T contains two linearly independent vectors. [] 
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Lemma 4.8. Let S be a proper sector and g, h > O. Then there are numbers p, q > 0 
such that U ~N ( S - ( ipg, iqh ) ) = N 2. 
Proof. Let S = S(a, b, c, d, e,f) .  From the definition of a proper sector, ae < bd and 
b, d > O. We will first find p, q > 0 such that 
(*) apg > bqh and qhe < pgd 
(that is, the line bqx = pgy is between the lines ax = by, dx = ey). 
If a = O, we take q = 1 and p > qheg-~d -~. Suppose now a > O. We must find p, q 
such that ehd-~g -~ <pq-1< bha-~g-~. The existence of such p, q is now obvious 
because ae < bd. 
To prove the lemma it suffices to show that 
(**) for each (x, y) • N 2 there is an i • N such that (x, y) + (ipg, iqh) • S. 
Consider the inequality -a (x  + ipg) + b(y + iqh) + c > O. This is equivalent o 
-ax  + by + c + i(bqh - apg) > O, which is true for i large enough because of (*). 
Similarly, -d (x  + ipg) + e(y + iqh) +f< 0 for i large enough. This proves (**). [] 
Lemma 4.9. Let P, R be seminets and S a proper sector. Then P c~ S = R n S implies 
P=R.  
Proof. I f  P c~ S = R c~ S then, for any u, (P n S) - u = (R n S) - u, that is, (P -  u) n 
(S - u) = (R - u) n (S - u). Let Pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, be the nets in the descriptions of P 
and R, and take g, h satisfying Lemma 4.7. Then, from Lemma 4.7, for any i, j, 
P - ( ig, jh  ) = P and R - ( ig, jh  ) = R. 
Let p, q be the numbers from Lemma 4.8 and X~ = S- ( ipg ,  iqh) for i~0 .  Then, for 
any i, 
( P - ( ipg, iqh ) ) n X~ = ( R - ( ipg, iqh ) ) n X~, 
which implies PnX~=RnX~.  Thus, U~N(PC~X~)=Ui~N(RnX~)  , that is, Pn  
U i~ x~ = R n U~N X~, and, from Lemma 4.8, P = R. [] 
Lemma 4.10. Let X = S n P - F be a semisector, where S is a sector, P is a seminet 
and F is finite. Suppose that 
x= U x,,..., U Yj, 
where 
(a) X1, . . . , X , ,  Y1, . . . , Y,n are semisectors, 
(b) .XI,..  •, X,  are parallel and proper, 
(c) for  i = 1 , . . . ,  n, j = 1 , . . . ,  m, Xi and Y~ are independent. 
Let Xi = Si c~ Pi - Fi, where Si is a sector, Pi is a seminet, and Fi is finite, for  i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Then P = U ,~.  Pi. 
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Proof. Let Si = S(a, b, ci, d, e,f~), i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Take 
enough such that for So = S(a, b, c, d, e, f )  
(*) So~ Sn  U S, - (U  F~u Fu  U Ysl. 
i~n  ~ i~n j~m / 
The existence of such numbers c, f can be shown by considering appropriate linear 
inequalities. Then X n So = (S n P - F) n So = P n So. On the other hand, 
j~m 
= U (X n So)= U (S,n P,- )nSo 
i~gn i~n 
From Lemma 4.9 we obtain that P - -U~, ,  Pi. [] 
c small enough and f large 
Lemma 4.11. I f  P is a O-seminet, then, for every i>0,  P n Ci is infinite. 
ProoL Let P(uo; U)gP  be a net containing 0, and i>0 be fixed. We can take 
Uo = 0. Let ul, u2 e U be linearly independent and R = P(0; ul, u2) n Ci. I f  v ~ R, 
then jv ~ R for any j. Therefore it is enough to prove that R is nonempty. Consider 
the equation a~u~ +a2u2 = (x, ix). From the linear independence of u~, u2, the above 
equation has a solution al, a2 in rational numbers. For some j, k~ =jal and k2 =ja2 
are integers. Then k~u~ +k2u2 = (jx, ijx) ~ R. [] 
Lemma 4.11 is an important property of 0-seminets. It does not hold in general 
for all nets. Consider the following example. Let P = P~ u P2, where 
P~={(x ,y ) :x+y-2(mod6)} ,  P2={(x,y):.x+y=-3(mod6)}. 
Then C1 n P and C2 n P are infinite, but C1 n P2 = 0 and C2 n P~ = 0. We define now 
languages 
M~ ={lX2Y: (x,y) ~ C1N P}, M2=(lO'2":(x,y)~ C2nP} 
and M = M1 u M2. Then the languages MI, M2 caxl be separated using states only. 
More formally, a dfa(1) having on the input only words from M can tell whether 
an input comes from M~ or M2. It has only to count (x + y) rood 6. Such a separation 
is not possible if P contains 0, because, in this case, some Pi also contains 0 and 
C~ c~ Pi and C2c~ P~ are both infinite from Lemma 4.11. 
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Lemma 4.12. I f  X is a proper semisector, then X - D is infinite. 
Proof. We can assume that X = S c~ P, where S is a sector and P is a net, P = P(u; U). 
Let S = S(a, b, c, d, e , f )  and take i to be smallest number such that ib> a. Then 
Y= S(a, b, c, i, 1, 0) is a proper sector such that Yc~ D = 0 and Y___ X. The lemma 
now easily follows from the fact that Y c~ P is infinite (the proof of this is left to 
the reader). [] 
Lemma 4.13. Let X be a semisector such that X n C~ and X n Cj are infinite for  
i > j > O. Then X is proper. 
Proof. A simple verification. [] 
5. Pushdown automata with bounded stack 
We will consider only automata ccepting 2-bounded languages. Without any 
loss of generality we can assume that 
- every input is of the form lX2 y, where x, y > 0; 
- the endmarker 3 occurs at the end of the input tape. 
Let A be a dpda(k, l) with a set of states Q such that L(A)  c_ 1+2 +. Let push(as) 
and pop denote the operations of A on the stack. We will abbreviate push(ai) by 
pushi. From the definition of a dpda(k, 1) the contents of the stack is always of the 
form 
ar:a~. . . a~ , 
We will usually refer to a ~ as to the ith segment o f  the stack. 
A configuration of A on lX2 y is a (k+l+l ) - tup le  K=(q ,  p l , . . . ,p~+t) ,  where 
q~Q,  p l , . . . ,pk~{1, . . . , x+y+l}  are the positions of the heads of .4, and 
Pk+~,.. . ,  Pk+t ~ N are the lengths of the segments of the stack of A in K. 
If K is as above, then we write q(K)  = q and pt (K)  = Pt for each t, and bytopA(K) 
(or simply top(K)  if A is understood) we denote the maximum t> k such that 
Pt ~ 0, or 0 if such t does not exist. Thus, by the definition of a dpda(k, l), A cannot 
execute push~ in K when top(K)> i. 
Ko = (qo, 1, . . . ,  1, 0 , . . . ,  0) is the initial configuration of A. The computation of 
A is defined as usual (see, for example, [13]). 
If K is a configuration of A, then by the mode of A in K we understand a 
(k +2)-tuple M = M(K)  = (q, e t , . . . ,  ek, i), where q ~ Q, for every t, et ~ {1, 2, 3} is 
the symbol scanned by the tth head, and i=  top(K). I f  M is as above, then we 
define q( M)  = q and, for every t <~ k, et( M)  = et, and top(M) = i. 
Now we define events in the computation of A. Events are those configurations 
in which one of the heads reaches the end of the block of letters on the input, or 
the top symbol on the stack changes. We do not care about changes of states. 
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Formally, a configuration K is an event in the computation of A on lX2 y if either 
K = Ko (in this case, K is said to be of type (ev0)), or if K '  is the configuration of 
A occurring immediately before K, then one of the following cases occurs: 
(evl) et(M') <3 and et(M) = et(M')+ 1 for some t~ < k; 
(ev2) top(M') > 0 and top(M) <top(M') ;  
(ev3) top(M') < l and top(M) > top(M'), 
where M = M(K)  and M'= M(K') .  
Suppose now that top(K) = i < l and, being in K, a dpda(k, l) A begins to execute 
the following operations: push~+~, pop, pushH,  pop, . . . .  Then an event will occur 
in every step. But in some sense these events are inessential; they can be easily 
eliminated by using more states. This observation leads to the definition of the 
normal form of a dpda(k, l). 
A dpda(k, l) is said to be in normal form if in every computation the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(nfl) A never moves two heads, or moves a head and changes the stack simul- 
taneously; 
(nf2) A never stops before all the heads reach the endmarker and the stack is 
empty, regardless from which configuration it started (this technical requirement 
will simplify some definitions in Section 6); 
(nf3) A never enters a loop (that is, A is never in the same configuration twice); 
(nf4) A does not increase the stack when all the heads are on the endmarker; 
(nfS) A does not not make reversals on the stack between any two events of type 
(ev0)-(ev2). More formally, if K~, . . . ,  K, is a sequence of consecutive configur- 
ations of A, and K~ and Kn are the only events (ev0)-(ev2) in this sequence, then 
there are no 1 ~ i, j < n such that A makes a pop in Ki and a push in Kj; the reversals 
may only happen in K~ or K,; 
(nf6) each event (ev3) immediately occurs after an event of type (ev0)-(ev2). 
Furthermore, if K is an event of type (ev0)-(ev2) after which an event K '  of type 
(ev3) occurs, then q(K) = q(K'), that is, A does not change its state. 
Lemma 5.1. I f  a dpda(k, l) A is in normal form, then in every computation of A the 
number of events (ev0)-(ev2) is at most 4k+ 1, and the number of events (ev3) is at 
most 2k. 
ProoL Suppose that an event (ev3) occurred. This means that A made pusht for 
some t. But, from (nfS) A cannot make a pop until an event (evl) occurs. There is 
exactly one event (ev0) and 2k events (evl) in every computation. It implies that 
the number of events (ev3) is at most 2/~ Therefore, the number of events (ev2) is 
also at most 2k~ This gives in total at most 4k+ 1 events (ev0)-(ev2). D 
Note that the bound in: Lemma 5.1 does not depend on L 
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Lemma 5.2. For every dpda(k, l) A there exists a dpda(k, l) B satisfying (nfl)-(nf4) 
such that L( B ) = L( A ). 
Proof. By standard methods of automata theory. [] 
Lemma 5.3. For every dpda(k, l) A there is a dpda(k, I) B in normal form such that 
L (B)=L(A) .  
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 we can assume that A satisfies (nfl)-(nf4). Let As, 0~ < i<~2k, 
be a dpda(k, l) equivalent to A satisfying (nfl)-(nf4) and, additionally, satisfying 
(nf5) and (nf6) between (ev0) and the ith event (evl). We can take Ao to be A. 
Since A2k is in normal form, we can take B to be A2k. Therefore, it remains to show 
that we can construct A~+1 from As for i =0, 1 , . . . ,  2k -1 .  Let 0~ < i< -2k -1  and let 
n be the number of states of As. We first construct a dpda(k, l) A[ which is the same 
as Ai except hat it has a bounded-length buffer BUFF in the finite memory used 
to store small portions of the stack of As. 
If At has a~. . .  a~ , on the stack, then As stores a~'~... "' ' ai , for nj = min(rj, n), 
j = 1 , . . . ,  l in BUFF and a~-"~ .. .  a~'-", on the stack. 
So A~ has additionally the following information. It 'knows" for every t whether 
the tth segment of the stack of A~ has length at least n because then BUFF contains 
aT. If this is not the case, this segment is completely stored in BUFF. A straight- 
forward construction of A[ is left to the reader. 
We will construct now A7 using BUFF and other buffers to store small changes 
of the stack. These buffers amortize sudden changes of the behaviour of At between 
the ith and (i + 1)st events (evl). A7 makes exactly the same moves as A[ until the 
ith event K of type (evl) occurs. Now, let t =topA,(K). A 7 will use buffers BUFF, 
BUFF , , . . . ,  BUFFz, where BUFF is the same as in A[ and, for each p = t , . . . ,  l, 
m BUFFp is used to store words ap, where m <~ n. The whole contents of the stack is 
stored as 
n ÷r  m I a l  ! 1 . . . nnz - l+r t - l~nz+rt+mznm~+l  
- t -1  - ,  - ,+1  - - -a t  , 
where BUFF = a~,. . ,  a,,~, a~'. . a~, is stored on the stack of A7 and BUFFp = ap%, 
p=t , . . . , l .  
Starting from K, A7 uses the buffers to simulate the operations of Ai on the stack 
as long as possible, that is, until one of the following occurs: 
(a) mp = n for some p and As makes pushp (BUFFp overflows), 
(b) n, + m, = l, mp = 0 for p = t + 1 , . . . ,  1 and As makes a pop. 
Case (a): In this case Ai has entered a cycle in which it will increase the pth 
segment of the stack. Note that in this cycle At may make also some pop's and 
operations push, for r > p. To smooth this behaviour of As, A~' uses again the buffers 
BUFFp, . . . ,  BUFF,. Each operation other than pushp is performed on these buffers. 
Also, if A~ makes pushp and BUFFp is not full (it stores a~ for m < n), then A7 
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uses BUFFp instead of its stack. Since Ai has entered the cycle, BUFFp will never 
be emptied. Also, A7 does not make reversals because it makes only one operation 
on the stack: pushp. 
Case (b): We have two subcases here. 
Case (b 1): rt = 0. It means that the tth segment of the stack of Ai would be empty 
now. This is an event K'  of Ai of type (ev2) A~' repeats the whole procedure again 
with t' =topA~(K') instead of t. 
Case (b2)' rt > 0. Therefore, initially, BUFF contained a subword aT. Similarly 
as in Case (a), this implies that A~ must have entered a cycle, but now the total 
change of the tth segment of the stack in this case is negative. The operations of 
A7 are now symmetric to those in Case (a). While the top symbol on the stack of 
A~ is ap, for p >I t, and no event (evl) occurs, A7 proceeds as follows. If A~ makes 
pushp, for some t ~< p ~< l, or if A~ makes a pop and the top symbol is not a ,  then 
A7 appropriately changes BUFF n. If A~ makes a pop and the top symbol is at, then 
A7 looks at the contents of BUFF,  If BUFFt is empty, then A7 also makes a pop 
on the stack, otherwise it makes a pop on BUFF,  
These actions are repeated until the tth segment of the stack of Ai (or, equivalently, 
of A~') is empty. Similarly as in Case (bl), A~' repeats the whole procedure. 
The simulation above is stopped by the next event (evl). Then A~' behaves exactly 
as A~ remembering that some of the stack contents may be still stored in the buffers 
BUFF , . . . ,  BUFFI. 
A~' satisfies (nfl)-(nfS) before the ( i+ 1)st event (evl). To construct A~+~ we have 
to modify it to satisfy also (nf6). This can be done using technical tricks similar to 
those in the above proof. [] 
6. The tree of events 
For a dpda(k, l) A in normal form we define the tree ET(A), called the tree of 
events of A, which will represent, in a sense, all possible computations of A. The 
nodes of ET(A) are labelled by modes of ,4. If  E is a node, then lab(E) is the label 
of E. Moreover, 
(et0): Eo with lab(Eo) = Mo is the root of ET(A). 
Let E be a node with lab(E)=(q, e l , . . . ,ek,  i). If in the mode M= 
(q, e l , . . . ,  ek, i) A does not make pushi+l, then, for p ~ Q and 1 <~ t~< k, 
(etl): E has a son F with lab(F)=(p, e l , . . . ,  et+l , . . . ,  e~, i) if et<3; 
(et2): E has a son G with lab(G)=(p,e~,... ,e~, i -1 )  if i>0.  
Otherwise: 
(et3): E has a single son H with lab(H)=(q,  e t , . . . ,  ek, i+1). 
Furthehnore, if case (et3) occurs, then E is called degenerate. 
Note that some labels may appear several times in ET(A). 
Remark 6.1. As it was pointed out by some referees, it would be more natural to 
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consider here a dag in place of a tree. However, since we are rather interested in 
paths (corresponding to sequences of boundary configurations) than in vertices, it 
is technically easier to talk about a tree since then each vertex uniquely determines 
the path joining it with the root. 
Instead of q( lab(E)) we will write shortly q(E). Immediately from the definition 
and Lemma 5.1 we obtain the two following facts. 
Fact 6.2. I f  Ko, . . . , K~ is the sequence of events in some computation of a dpda(k, l) 
A, then there is a path Eo , . . . , En in ET(A) such that lab(Ei) = M ( K~ ) for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Fact 6.3. I f  a dpda(k, l) A is in normal form, then the depth of ET(A) is at most 6k. 
For each path from Eo to a leaf, the number of inner nondegenerate nodes (et0)-(et2) 
on this path is at most 4k. 
Let now A be a dpda(k, 1) in normal form. We define the functions 
DOM:ET(A) ->2 N2, pt :ET(A)xN2-*N for t= l , . . . , k+ l ,  
as follows (ambiguously, ET(A) above denotes the set of nodes): Let E be a node 
in ET(A) and E0 , . . . ,  En = E the path from Eo to E. If (x, y) is such that the 
sequence of the first n events of A on lX2 y is Ko, . . .  , Kn and, for i = 0 , . . . ,  n, it 
holds that M(Ki )=lab(E i ) ,  then (x ,y )~DOM(E)  and pt(E ,x ,y)=pt(Kn) .  
Moreover, DOM(E)  contains only pairs (x, y) satisfying the above condition. 
So DOM(E)  is the set of those (x, y)'s such that the computation of A on lX2 y 
has the sequence of events lab(Eo), lab(E1) , . . . ,  lab(En), . . . .  To explain the mean- 
ing of p,, let E be fixed. Then DOM(E)  is the domain of pt(E, *, *). For (x, y) 
DOM(E) ,  pt(E, x, y) is either the position of the tth head or the length of the 
(t - k+ 1)st segment of the stack in Kn, depending on whether t~< k or t > k. Since 
A is deterministic, the functions Pt are well defined. Note that all these functions 
also depend on A but, for conciseness, we will consequently omit appropriate 
subscripts. 
Let G be an inner nondegenerate node in ET(A) but not a leaf, and set z = IQI + 1, 
where Q is the set of states of A~ Consider a configuration K of A on lZ2 z such 
that q( K ) = q( G), and 
{~ t ( lab(G) ) - l ) z+ l  for t~<k, p,(K)  = for t = top(lab(G)) > 0, 
otherwise. 
Note that A may never enter K when computing on lZ2 z. Consider, however, the 
computation of A starting from K: K = K1 , . . . ,  Kz. Such a computation exists 
because A is in normal form. Let 1 ~< m < n <~ z be the smallest numbers such that 
M(K,,,) = M(K, ,)  (we can only require that q(K,,,)= q(K,,)). Then we define for 
each t: 
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It(G)=pt(K,,)-p,(K,,,), 
gt(G,q(K,))=pt(Ki) -p,(K~) for i=1 , . . . ,  n -1 .  
Intuitively, Kin , . . . ,  Kn-z is a cycle and It(G) is the total change of 
- the position of the tth head for t ~< k, 
- the length of the ( t -  k + 1)st segment of the stack for t > k, 
during the cycle. 
The meaning of gt(G, q) is similar: the words 'during the cycle' should be 
substituted by 'before A enters state q'. We also define two sets: 
SP(G)={q(KI), . . . ,q(K,, ,_~)}, LP(G)={q(K,,,) , . . . ,q(K,,_,)}. 
Informally, by checking if q ~ SP(G) or q ~ LP(G) we can verify whether A, after 
the event corresponding to G and being in state q, has already entered acycle or not. 
Moreover, suppose that E, F are sons of G such that lab(E) and lab(F) differ 
only in the first coordinate and either q(E), q(F) ~ SP(G) or q(E), q(F) ~ LP(G). 
Then E, F are called twins. 
Lemma 6.4. Let A be a dpda(k, l) in normal form, and E a node in ET(A). Then 
(a) DOM(E) is a semisector; 
(b) if F is a twin ofF., then DOM(E) and DOM(F) are parallel semisectors; 
(c) if F is a brother of E but not a twin, then DOM(E) and DOM(F) are 
independent; 
(d) for every t there exist natural numbers at, bt, and ct such that pt(E, x, y)= 
atx + b,y + c,, for (x, y) ~ DOM(E). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of E in ET(A). The case E = E0 is 
trivial: DOM(E) = S(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) and 
10 for t>~k, 
p,(E, x, y)  = for t > k. 
Suppose now that E ~ E0, and G is a father of E. We can assume that G is 
nondegenerate. Let F be.a twin of E. For any son H of G we define the number 
change(H), l<~change(H)~k+l.  Let lab(G)=(q, e l , . . . ,  ek, i), and lab(H)= 
(P, f~, . . . , fk , j ) .  Then, 
t if et #f~ for some 1 ~< t<~ k, 
change(H) [ k+i  if i#j .  
Since A is in normal form, no two cases can occur simultaneously, so change(H)  
is well defined. 
Assume that the lemma holds for G. We will show that it also holds for E and 
F. We have that DOM(G)  is a semisector and p,(G, x, y)= a,x+ bty+ct for each t. 
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For t <~ k we define 
dr={ ~ if e t (G)=l ,  
if e,( G) = 2, 3. 
Let us denote shortly gt(G, q) by g,(q) and l,(G) by It. Now, for each son H of 
G we define: 
~x+dty+l-p,(G,x,y)-g,(q(H)) for t~<k, 
dist,(H, x, y) = Lp,(G, x, y)+g,(q(H)) for t>/c 
The intuition is as follows. Suppose that (x, y) ~ DOM(H) and let K1, K2 be the 
events corresponding to G and H in the computation of A on lX2 y. Let/(3 be the 
first configuration after KI such that q(K3) = q(K2) (= q(lab(H))). Then, for t ~< k, 
dist,(H, x, y)= x+ d,y+ 1-p,(K3) is the distance between the position of the tth 
head in/(3 and the first symbol different from the one scanned in/(3.  For t > k, 
dist,(H, x, y)=p,(K3) is the length of the ( t -k ) th  segment of the stack. 
Suppose now that F is a twin of E and let s = change(F) = change(E). We first 
prove parts (a), (b), (d) by considering two cases. 
Case 1: q(E), q(F) eSP(G). For H=E,F ,  we define Bs(H)= {(x,y): 
disL(H, x, y) = 0} and, for t # s, B,(H) = {(x, y) : dist,(H, x, y) > 0}. 
Then, by Lemma 4.5, B,(E) and B,(F) are parallel semisectors for each t. But 
k+l  
DOM(H) -- DOM(G) n O B,(H). 
Therefore, using Lemma 4.4, we obtain parts (a) and (b). Part (d) is immediate 
because, for each t, 
pt(E, x, y)=p,(G, x, y)+ g,(q(E)). 
Case 2: q(E), q(F) ~ LP(G). For H = E, F let 
B,(H) = {(x, y)" dist,(H, x, y) ~> 0 and l, divides dists(H, x, y)} 
and, for t # s, 
Bt(H) = {(x, y): dist,(H, x, y)-  ls - dist,(H, x, y) .  1, > 0}. 
Bs is a semisector because, by Lemma 4.2, the set {(x,y):/s(G) divides 
dists(H, x, y)} is a seminet. Moreover, by Lemma 4.5, Bt(E) and Bt(F) are parallel 
for every t. But, similarly as in Case 1, 
k+l  
DOM(H) = DOM(G) n ~ B,(H). 
t= l  
Therefore, using Lemma 4.4, we obtain parts (a) and (b). 
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To prove part (d) let c = dists(E, x, y)/Is be the number of cycles made by A 
between the events corresponding to G and E. Then, 
ps(E ,x ,y )={o+d~y+l  if s<k ,  
for s>k .  
For t# s, p,(E, x, y)=pt(G, x, y)+ gt(q(E))+ c. It. 
This finishes the proof of (a), (b), and (d). Now we will prove part (c). 
Suppose that E and F are not twins. Then, for s = change(E) and r = change(F), 
we have s # r. If q(E) ~ SP(G) or q(F) E SP(G), then part (c) is immediate because 
B~(E) or B,(F) is not proper. 
Thus suppose that q(E) ,  q(F) ~ LP(G). Then, 
B,(E) = {(x, y):  distr(E, x, y) -  ls - disL(E, x, y ) .  l, > 0}, 
Bs(F) = {(x, y) : disL(F, x, y) -  Ir - distr(F, x, y)-  Is > 0}. 
For t< k and H= E, F we take a',= 1-a, ,  b',= b,, and ct.M = 1-ct -gt (q(H)) .  
For t> k and H = E, F, we take a' t~-at, b't = bt, and ct.n = c,+gt(q(H)). Further, 
let a = l~a'- l,a', b = l~b',- l,b', cE = lsc,,E - 1,cs.E, and CF = I,C~.F -- IsC,,F. A simple 
calculation gives that 
Br(E)n Bs( F)= {(x, y):ax + by+ cE > O and ax + by+ c~ <O}. 
Therefore, Br(E)c~ Bs(F) is not proper. Using Lemma 4.6 we obtain part (c) 
because DOM(E)  c~ DOM(F)  c B,(E) n Bs(F). [] 
For every node E of ET(A) we define L(E)=DOM(E)nL(A) .  Obviously, 
L(A) = L(Eo) and L(A) = U L(E), where the sum is taken over all leaves in ET(A). 
Let us define D~ = U i~ ci for I c_ N. Let E be a node of ET(A). I f  there exist a 
finite set I _c N, a 0-seminet P, and finite sets T, U such that L(E)  = (1)I c~ P)  - T u U, 
then we define rank(E) = JlJ. If such I, P, T, and U do not exist, then rank(E) is 
not defined. From Lemma 4.11 it follows that there is at most one such set I, so 
rank(I)  is well defined. 
A node E of ET(A) has property (*) if: 
(*1) DOM(E)  = Sn P -R ;  
(*2) L(E)=(D~c~P-  T )u  U, 
where S is a sector, P is a 0-seminet, and R, T, and U are finite. Property (*) says 
that we can take the seminets in DOM(E)  and L(E) to be equal. 
Lemma 6.5. Let A be in normal form and E be an inner nondegenerate node in ET(A) 
with property (.) such that rank(E) /s defined and rank(E) > 4k+4.  Then there is a 
son F of E such that rank(F)>I rank( E ) / ( 2k +2) -2.  Moreover, F has property (*) too. 
ProoL Let L(E)  = (Dr n P - R) u S. If G is a son of E, then the events corresponding 
to G are caused either by one of the heads reaching the end of the block of letters 
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or by the change of the top symbol on the stack. Also, we may have q(G) e LP(E) 
or q(G)~ SP(E). So all sons of E can be grouped into 2(k+ 1) clusters such that 
all nodes in every cluster are twins and nodes in different clusters are not twins. 
Therefore, there are numbers a,, bt, dr, and e,, t = 1 , . . . ,  2k+2,  such that, for each 
son G of E, DOM(G)  is of the form 
S(a.  bt, c, dr, e . f )  c~ P ' -  R', 
for some t, seminet P', finite set R, and integers c and f. This follows from Lemma 
6.2(b), (c). Le t / t  ={ ie  I :  a t< ibt and let< dr} for t=  1 , . . . ,  2k+2.  So we divide I 
into sets/t ,  where/ t  contains those i for which the line y =/x  is between the lines 
bty = a,x and ety = dtx. Clearly, if i ~ I, then, for some t, we have at <~ ibt and let <~ dr. 
So there must exist a p such that 
Ilpl1> Ixl _2 
(2k+2)  
(we have to subtract 2 because the inequalities in the definition of It are sharp). 
Let F1, . . . ,  Fm be all the sons (and twins) of E such that, for every j = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
DOM(Fj)  = S(%, bp, cj, dp, cp,fj) n Pj - Rj, 
for some integers cj and fj, seminet Pj, and finite set Rj. Since 111>4k+4, Ip is 
nonempty. Let i e Ip. Then, % < ibp and iep < dp. From these inequalities we derive 
that %ep < bpdp. Hence, the semisectors DOM(Fi)  are proper. Moreover, if F is a 
son of E from a different duster, then F is not a twin of any F~, that is, by Lemma 
6.2, DOM(F)  and DOM(Fi)  are independent. Clearly, 
DOM(E)= I,_J DOM(F~)uUDOM(F) ,  
i~m F 
where the second sum is taken on all sons of E different from all F~. Since E has 
property (*), the net P appears in the description of DOM(E) .  Now we can use 
Lemma 4.10, from which we can derive that P=Uj~m P;- Let r be such that 0e Pr. 
We also define 
Y = S ( ap, bp, c,, dp, et,, f , ), 
R '=RuR,  and S'=SnDOM(F , . ) ,  
U=Drp-Y  and V=Dt_ tp~Y.  
For convenience, assume that %/bp and dp/ep ~ I (it is easy to modify the proof 
to cover also other cases). From the choice of Ip and Y, both U and V are finite. Then, 
L(F , )=L(E)nDOM(F , )  
=[(D,  nP -R)uS]n(Yc~P, -R , )  
= (DI c~ YnP~-R ' )uS '  
=(DI  r~ Yw D1_1~r~ Y) r~P~-R 'uS '  
=(OI , , -Uw V)oP~-R 'uS '  
=DI nP , - (UuR ' )u (S 'u  VnP , -R ' ) .  
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Taking F = Fr we obtain the lemma. [] 
Lemma 6.6 (Fundamental Lemma). Let A be a dpda(k, l) in normal form and Eo 
the root of ET(A). Then L( Eo) = Dn implies that n <~ (4k+4) 4k+l. 
Proof. Assume that n > (4k + 4) 4k+l. If A is in normal form, then the depth of ET(A) 
is at most 4k. We will find a path in ET(A) such that if Eo,. . . ,  E,, are all 
nondegenerate nodes on this path, then m ~< 4k, Em is a leaf of ET(A), and, for 
every i = O, 1,. . . ,  m, 
(a) Ei satisfies property (*), 
(b) rank(Ei) > (4k+4) 4k-i+x. 
From our assumption, rank(Eo) > (4k + 4) 4k+~. Note also that Eo satisfies property 
(*). Suppose that 0 < i <~ 4k and Eo,.. . ,  Ei-~ are already found. Then, 
rank(E~_l) > (4k+4)4k-i+2> 4k+4.  
From Lemma 6.5, there is a son F of E~_~ satisfying property (*) and such that 
(4k+4)  4k-i+2 
rank(F)  > - 2 
(2k+2)  
= 2(4k + 4) 4k-'+~ -2> (4k+ 4) 4k-'+1. 
If F is nondegenerate, then we take Ei = F. Otherwise we take Ei to be the first 
nondegenerate descendent of F. Obviously, rank(Ej) = rank(F). 
Let us consider now Em. We obtain that 
rank(Era) > (4k+4)  4k-m+~ > 1. 
Therefore, L(Em) is nonempty. This implies that q(Em) must be an accepting state 
of A. Therefore, L(Em) = DOM(Em). Since rank(Em) > 1, there are two different 
numbers i and j such that Ci c~ L(Em) and C~ r~ L(Em) are infinite. From this and 
Lemma 4.13 we derive that L(Em) is a proper semisector. This, in turn, leads to a 
contradiction with the assumption of the present lemma because using Lemma 4.12 
we obtain 
O~ L(Em)-Dc_L(Eo)-Dc_L(Eo)-D,,.  0 
7. Hierarchies for finite and counter automata 
Theorem 7.1. For every k > 0, 1 t> 0, DPDA(k, l) c~ B2 G DPDA(k + 1, I) n B2. 
Proof. Since L(A) = {lX2Y: (x, y) ~ L(E0)} and Ln = {lX2Y: (x, y) ~,Dn}, we have, from 
Lemma 6.6, that a dpda(k, l) cannot recognize L, if n > (4k+4) 4k+1. Therefore there 
exists an m such that Lm ~ DPDA(k,  l) and Lm+l ~ DPDA(k, 1). Let Lm = L(AO for 
a dpda(k, l) A~. We will show a dpda(k+ 1, l) A2 recognizing Lm+l. First, A2 places 
its (k+ 1)st head on the first symbol 2. Next, it simulates the moves of A1, except 
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that if A~ moves its first head forward, then A2 also moves the (k+ 1)st head m + 1 
cells forward. If A1 accepts, then A2 accepts too. Moreover, A2 accepts when its 
first head reaches the first symbol 2 and the (k+ 1)st head reaches the endmarker 
3 simultaneously. This gives the inequality. The inclusion is obvious. [] 
From Theorem 7.1 we immediately obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 7.2. For every k > O, 
(1) DFA(k) n B2~ DFA(k+ 1) n B2, 
(2) DCA(k) n B2~ DCA(k+ 1) n B2. 
Theorem 7.3. For every k > 0, l >I 0, DPDA(k, l) n B 2 ~ NFA(2) n B2. 
Proof. If Le DPDA(k, l) n B2, then the set {(x, y): lX2 y ~ L} is semilinear. This 
follows from the results in [20, 23]. But every such language in B2 can be recognized 
by some nfa(2) (see Fact 9.1). Therefore the inclusion holds. The inequality follows 
from Theorem 7.1. [] 
Corollary 7.4. For every k > I, 
(1) DFA(k) n B2 ~ NFA(k) n B2, 
(2) DCA(k)nB2~NCA(k)nB2.  
Obviously, L2E NCA(1). It is not difficult to prove that L25 DCA(1). Thus (2) 
also holds for k = 1. 
In [42], Yao and Rivest proved that, for every k> 1, DFA(k)~ DFA(k+ 1) and 
DFA(k) ~ NFA(k). The analogous results for counter automata were proved by 
Miyano in [27]. Corollary 7.4 strengthens these results because it shows that these 
inequalities even hold when we consider only simple 2-bounded languages. 
Theorem 7.5. For every k> O, DFA(k) n B2~ DCA(k) n B 2. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let Lm = L(A1) for a dfa(k) 
A~ and L,~+1 ~ DFA(k). We will show a dca(k) A2 recognizing Lm+~. The heads of 
A2 simulate moves of the heads of A~. Each time the first head moves forward, A2 
increases the counter until the first head reaches the first symbol 2 on the input. 
Then, after each m + 1 moves of the first head, A2 decreases the counter. If A~ 
accepts, then A2 accepts too. Moreover, A2 accepts when the first head reaches the 
endmarker and the counter becomes 0 simultaneously. [] 
Theorem 7.5 states that DPDA(k, 0) n B2 ~ DPDA(R, 1) n B2. A natural problem 
arises here whether Theorem 7.5 can be generalized, that is, whether DPDA(k, l) n 
B2 ~ DPDA(k, l+ 1)n B2 for l ~> 0. We believe that this inequality holds only for 
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I = 0 but we have no proof. We also conjecture that, in general, DPDA(k, 1) 
DPDA(k, l + 1) for l >t 0. A similar hierarchy for nondeterministic automata in case 
k = 1 was shown in [12]. 
Theorem 7.6. For every k > 1 and I >~ 0 the class DPDA(k, 1) is not closed under union, 
intersection and concatenation. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.6, there is an m such that Lm ~ DPDA(k, 1) but Lm+l~ 
DPDA(k,I).  Obviously, Lm+~-LmeDPDA(k,I)  for k>l .  But Lm+I=L,nu 
(L,,+~ - Lm), so DPDA(k, l) is not closed under union. Since DPDA(k, l) is closed 
under complement, it cannot be closed under intersection. 
Observe now that, for L, L' c 1+2 +, we have L u L' = (L u {e})(L' u {e}) n 1+2 +. 
But DPDA(k, l) is closed under intersection with regular sets, so it cannot be closed 
under concatenation. [] 
Corollary 7.7. For each k> 0 the classes DFA(k) and DCA(k) are not closed under 
union, intersection and concatenation. 
8. The main results 
In this section we will show that the method used in the preceding section to 
construct hierarchies for multihead finite and counter automata can be extended 
also to pushdown automata. This is another moment in our proof where the 
application of bounded languages turns out to be important. Indeed, as the following 
lemma states, every dpda(k) recognizing a 2-bounded language can be simulated 
by a dpda(k) with bounded stack. 
Lemma 8.1. For every k> 0, DPDA(k) n B2 = DPDA(k, 2k) n B2. 
Proof. We prove only the _c -inclusion, the other one is obvious. Let A be a dpda(k) 
such that L(A) G 1"2". W.l.o.g. we can assume that A never pushes a symbol when 
all its heads are on the endmarker. We will show a dpda(k, 2k) B such that 
L(B) = L(A). Suppose that A has m stack symbols and n states. Let l = 2k. B will 
use buffers Xi, Y~, and Zi, for i = 1, . . . ,  1, of length mn~ The contents of the stack 
of A will be represented in the form 
X~ Y~,Z~ X~ Y~2Z2... X~ Y~,Z~, 
where, for each i, ri is the length of the ith segment of the stack of B. (Above we 
identified buffers with their contents, that is, words over some alphabet, which is 
defined below). 
Let an input mode of A be a vector (el, e2,. • •, ek), where, for every t, et ~ {I, 2, 3} 
is the symbol scanned by the tth head. Then every computation of A can be divided 
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into l + 1 blocks such that in the ith block of configurations A is in the same input 
mode. B will work in such a way that it will make a pushi and fill buffers Xi, Y~, 
and Z~ only in the ith block of configurations. B will store in these buffers pairs 
(x, q), where x is a stack symbol of A and q is a state of A. Buffers work in a 
pushdown-like fashion. Denote by pop(T) and push((x, q), T) the operations of B 
on a buffer T. 
Note that B can have all information that is necessary to determine the move of 
A since it can store the states of A in its finite control and the top symbok of the 
stack of A is the top symbol of the last nonempty buffer (in the order defined above). 
The heads of B simulate the heads of A. Suppose that A (or, equivalently B) 
enters the ith block of configurations. Then j := i -  1 and until B enters the ( i+ 1)st 
block of configurations, it performs the following: 
(1) If A makes a pop, then 
(la) if [Xi] > 0, then B makes a pop(Xi); 
(lb) if Ix, l :0 and Izjl>0, then B makes pop(Zj); 
( l c )  if Ix, I--Izjl =0 and ~ > 0 (that is topB =j), then B makes a pop, Zj := Yj 
and pop(Zj); 
(ld) if Ix, I-- Iz, l=0, r,=0, and Ix, l> 0, then B makes pop(Xj); 
(le) if tx, l:lz, I =Ix, l=0 and rj=0, then j :=j -1  and B repeats the whole 
procedure. 
(2) If A makes push(x) in state q, then B checks whether there exists a t <~ [X~[ 
such that X~(t)= (x, q). If such t does not exist, then B makes push((x, q), Xi). 
Suppose that such a t exists. Then A must have entered a cycle and from this 
moment A will steadily increase the stack until the input mode changes. B will 
remember the growth of the stack during the cycle in Y~ and the number of cycles 
as ri. First, B makes the following moves: 
X~:=X~[1,2,...,t-1], Y~:=X,[t,t+I,...,[X,[], 
Z~ := (x, q) and pushi. 
Now B simulates A using Z~ as a buffer: 
- if A makes a pop, then B makes pop(Z~); 
- if A makes push(y) in state p and (y, p) # (x, q), then B makes push((y, p), Z~); 
- i f  A makes push(x) in state q, then B makes push~ (that is, r~:=ri+l) and 
Z,:=(x,q). [] 
Theorem 8.2. For every k> 0, DPDA(k) n B2~ DPDA(k+ 1) r~ B2. 
Proof .  From Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 8.1 we obtain that 
DPDA(k) n B2 = DPDA(k, 2k) n B2~ DPDA(k + 1, 2k) n B2 
__q DPDA(k+ 1, 2k+2) c~ B2 = DPDA(k + 1) n B2. [] 
Theorem 8.3. For every k> 0, DPDA(k) c~ B2~ NFA(2) n B2. 
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ProoL Immediate from Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 8.1. [] 
As a corollary we obtain the solution of two open problems about multihead 
pushdown automata. 
Corollary 8A. For every k > O, 
(1) DPDA(k)~ DPDA(k+ 1), 
(2) DPDA(k) ~ NPDA(k). 
Note that part (2) follows from Theorem 8.3 only for k> 1. If k = 1, this result is 
already known. It can even be strengthened to the form DPDAn Be ~ CFLn  B2. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
The corollary below follows directly from Theorem 7.6 and Lemma 8.1. 
Corollary 8.5. For each k > 0 the class DPDA(k) is not closed under union, intersection 
and concatenation. 
9. Final remarks 
We have applied our technique to multihead eterministic finite, counter, and 
pushdown automata. The question is whether there are other applications of our 
method. It is not hard to see that only slight changes in the proof would yield 
analogous results for so-caUed simple multihead automata [4, 25]. However, it is 
not likely that other applications are possible. The reason it that we require that 
the considered languages have the semilinear property and that they are defined by 
deterministic machines. 
Our method cannot be applied to nondeterministic automata. This follows from 
the following, easily proved fact. 
Fact 9.1. For every n, k > 0, NPDA(k) n B, c_ NFA(n) n B,. 
Thus, the classes NPDA(k)n B, do not form an infinite hierarchy with respect 
to the number of heads. The same goes for finite and counter automata. We believe, 
however, that such a hierarchy exists when we let n depend on k. 
The other drawback of our technique is that it is not fully effective, that is, we 
do not determine which Lm separates k-head and (k + 1)-head automata l nguages, 
we only prove that it exists. The problem is to find the maximum n such that 
L, ~ DPDA(k, l). We only know that this n is much greater than one would expect. 
For example:/.2 ~ DFA(2) and L17 ~ DFA(3) ! (This result was communicated to me 
by B. Monien and attributed to a group of his students.) 
In conclusion we list some open problems related to the ones investigated in our 
paper. 
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Problem 1: Is NPDA(k)  ~ NPDA(k+ 1) for k > 0? 
Problem 2~ Does there exist a language L~ NFA(2) such that Le~ DPDA(k) for 
any k? 
Problem 3: Is DPDA(k)c~B2=DCA(k)c~B2 for every k>O? This is true for 
k = 1 and the author believes that the equality holds for any k_ 
Problem 4: Consider sensing one-way automata, that is, such automata that are 
able to detect coincidences of the heads. Is it possible to show analogous eparation 
results for sensing automata using 1-bounded languages? The author conjectures 
that this is true. 
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